A. Lee
Term 3 AP World History Project

Timeliner Project: 1914-present

You will be working in groups of 3-4 to make a timeline dedicated to one of the themes of P-E-R-S-I-A using the Timeliner program.

The best use of your time would not be to try to research and look for images during the Lab time, but rather to do it ahead of time and then use the Lab time to learn the program and format your timelines. If you do not complete the timeline in the allotted class time, you will have to coordinate time with your group outside of class to utilize the Lab(s).

GROUPS
Which theme? P E R S I A

Make sure to use the correct colors for your flags on the timeline:
(Color: P = Blue, E = Green; R = Yellow; S = Pink; I = Purple; A = Red)

Group Members: ________________________________

Group Component (60%) Requirements

missão to place on the timeline using the Timeliner program - use the criteria of which event do you think was most pivotal in this time period for your theme.

missão to correspond with chosen events

Presentation of timeline which explains the significance of your events and choices (10-15 minutes)

The 25 choices also must reflect a global perspective.
**SCHEDULE**

**Introduction to Project:**
Thursday, March 2 (DAY 4)

**Group Planning Time:**
Tuesday, March 7 (Day 7)

**Computer Lab time (Note which lab!):**
A-block – Thurs, Mar 9 (MAC LAB)
   Fri., Mar. 10 (PC LAB)
   Tue., Mar. 14 (PC LAB)

C-block – Thurs, Mar. 9 (MAC LAB)
   Mon., Mar. 13 (MAC LAB)
   Tues, Mar. 14 (MAC LAB)

**Timelines DUE/Presentations:**
A-block -- Tues, Mar. 21 (Day 1) -- P,E,R
   Wed., Mar. 22 (Day 2) -- S,I,A

C-block -- Tues, Mar. 21 (Day 1) -- P,E,R
   Thurs, Mar. 23 (Day 3) -- S,I,A

**Individual Essay DUE:**
Friday, March 24 (Day 4)

---

**Written Component (40%)**

 escreva um “Big Picture” rationale by taking the 25 choices and creating a narrative. This is an individual essay for each student. You need to offer your rationale as to why you chose to put these events on the timeline. This essay should be 3-paged maximum.

You will be graded on these 5 criteria: Thesis/Intro, Narrative and use of events, rationale, conclusion and mechanics.

More instruction to come about this part...